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Continuing the incredible popularity of Alfred's Basic Adult Piano Course, this new book adapts the same friendly and informative style for adults who wish to teach themselves. With the study guide pages
that have been added to introduce the music, it's almost like having a piano teacher beside you as you learn the skills needed to perform popular and familiar music. There are also five bonus pieces: At Last *
Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas * Laura * Over the Rainbow * Singin' in the Rain. Included is a recording containing the piano part and an engaging arrangement for each of the 65 musical examples.
192 pages.
A time-honored tradition just got better! The John W. Schaum Piano Course has been newly revised with 100 percent new engravings and typesetting, highlighting for concept emphasis, updated song titles
and lyrics, and full-color illustrations. This is the Primer level.
Piano Adventures: Lesson And Theory Book - Level 1 is an exciting, comprehensive piano method that teaches children analysis, creativity and musical expression. Piano Adventures: Lesson And Theory
Book - Level 1 provides an integrated, step-by-step approach to music reading, a wide range of musical styles from jazz to classical, pianistic fingerings to build technique and movement across the keyboard.
Piano Adventures: Lesson And Theory Book - Level 1 has expressive, appealing pieces with teacher duets, discovery questions, creative activities, and theory pages to reinforce concepts. The Technique &
Performance book is an essential component of the curriculum. Discover the power of technique secrets for artistic performance.
(Piano Solo Sheets). This sheet music features an intermediate-level piano solo arrangement of the beloved Beethoven work.
This book and streaming video course is all that you will ever need for getting started playing the most famous and cherished piano classics by the great composers, like Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven! Piano
Professor, Damon Ferrante guides you through each piece with step-by-step piano lessons (for beginners) and 20 streaming video lessons. This easy-to-follow method, used by thousands of piano students
and teachers, is designed to be interactive, engaging and fun. No music reading is required! The lessons will greatly expand your repertoire of beloved piano classics and improve your piano technique,
creativity, and understanding of music. Whether you are teaching yourself piano or learning with a music instructor, this book and streaming video course will take your piano playing to a whole new level! Ask
yourself this: 1. Have you always wanted to learn how to play famous classical piano pieces, but did not know where to start? 2. Did you start piano lessons once and give up because the lessons were too
difficult? 3. Are you struggling to follow online piano lessons that seem to jump all over the place without any sense of direction or consistency? 4. Would you like to expand your musical understanding and
learn how to play the piano through an affordable, step-by-step book and video course? If your answer to any of the these questions is yes, then this beginner piano classics book and video course is
definitely for you! The follow great pieces are covered in this book and streaming video course: Beethoven's Fur Elise J.S. Bach's Prelude in C Major Mozart's Turkish Rondo Pachelbel's Canon Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker Liszt's Hungarian Dance Brahms' Lullaby Mendelssohn's Wedding March Strauss's The Blue Danube Waltz Grieg's Hall of the Mountain King Handel's Hallelujah Dvorak's New World Symphony
Chopin's Prelude Bizet's The Toreador Song Verdi's La donna e mobile Schumann's The Wild Horseman Paganini's Caprice Number 24 Beethoven's Ode to Joy Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake Mozart's Eine
kleine Nachtmusik Mascagni's Intermezzo from Cavalleria Rusticana Offenbach's Tales of Hoffmann Gluck's Orfeo ed Euridice Dvorak's New World Symphony Erik Satie's Gymnopedie Greensleeves
Rossini's William Tell Overture (Theme from the Lone Ranger) and many more classics!"
This interactive book and streaming video course is all that kids will ever need for getting started playing the most famous and cherished piano classics and having fun learning piano! Piano Professor Damon
Ferrante provides children a complete foundation in the study of the piano. Its easy, colorful, and upbeat learning style enables the young beginner student to think, feel, and develop musically. Learn play the
piano and read music through playing famous and beautiful songs and pieces. Along the way, there are jokes, illustrations, and characters that make learning exciting and engaging. No Music Reading
Required. Learn how to read music with this book! Based on over twenty-five years of piano teaching experience, Damon Ferrante's piano books are used by thousands of piano students and teachers. Piano
Book for Kids 5 & Up will greatly improve your child's piano technique, song repertoire, creativity, and understanding of music. The following great music is covered in this book and streaming video course: *
Ode to Joy by Beethoven * Amazing Grace * Happy Birthday * Jingle Bells * Yankee Doodle * When the Saints Go Marching In * Scarborough Fair * Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star * Mary had a Little Lamb *
Take Me Out to the Ballgame * Michael, Row the Boat Ashore * House of the Rising Sun * This Little Light of Mine * Home on the Range * Shenandoah *And Many More Great Songs and Pieces! Scroll up to
get your copy today!
This book offers a fresh look at how to learn chords on the piano. Made with the beginning piano player in mind, this book is perfect for the person desiring to learn and play their favorite song on the piano.
For more information about our piano program, please view our tutorials on YouTube at youtube.com/thepianochordbook
Now you can master Bach’s most beautiful prelude—even if you’ve never sat down at a piano before! Do you have a piano (or keyboard) and forty-five spare minutes every day? Then spend the next six
weeks with acclaimed concert pianist James Rhodes. By the end, you’ll be able to perform Bach’s Prelude No. 1 in C major—no prior musical experience required! Rhodes reveals How to Play the Piano step
by step—how to read the treble and bass clefs as well as sharp and flat notes, and then how to practice—before teaching the Prelude in easy, bite-size segments. His method is free of tedious drills, and filled
with inspiration: “If listening to music is soothing for the soul, then playing music is achieving enlightenment.” Before you know it, not only will you have learned how to play one of Bach’s most beloved
masterpieces—you also will have unleashed your creativity, exercising your mind (and fingers) and accomplishing something you never thought possible. Bravo! Includes four instructional videos supported by
select e-reader devices.

Topics like Scales, Arpeggios, and Chromatic Scales have been explained such a way that you can understand these complex things easily. But what makes this book the most
comprehensive one? It includes Memorizing techniques, A Brief History of Piano, and short biographies of greatest pianists of all time. Another great thing about this book is that
you can start playing chords almost instantly after reading the very first chapter. Are you still thinking about the long boring hours of memorizing theories? Learning to play piano
chords still seems like a pretty big challenge? Have you tried before using another method or book and unfortunately it didn't work? Just put those negative thoughts behind you
and grab this book now to start playing your very first song today!We'll provide you a strategy by which someone looking to learn this musical instrument can learn quickly and
efficiently. If you are looking to become a pianist, then this book is for you. It is written in simple and concise language; there is no obscure wording that gets in the way of your
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understanding. This is a must-have for people who are passionate about learning to play the piano, either for themselves or as accompanists. It is also an excellent tool for expert
piano players who are looking to learn a thing or two about the history of their beloved instrument, as well as to refresh their memories about chords.In all, you can be sure that
this book will set you up on the path towards becoming a great pianist. As long as you are willing to put in the work required, and to practice everything that is taught in the book,
making beautiful music is in your future.Learn the basic terms used in music like tone, semitone, degrees, sharps, flats, arpeggios and key signatures. Develop proper posture
and fingering technique. Teach yourself to play the basic musical scales in all 12 keys. Learn and apply a wealth of information on chords and where and when to play them. Get
started on your journey into reading music. Acquire the basic knowledge and skills to finally take the plunge into the daunting yet wonderful world of improvisation. Benefit from
useful tips on how to play different genres, how to maximize your practice sessions and how to develop good feel. Best of all, you'll be getting all this from the perspective of a
professional player who gigs, records, composes and simply plays music for fun.Whether you have aspirations to play music professionally or simply want to become a better
player for the sheer joy of it, whether you have plans to hit the recording studio or simply want to impress and entertain family and friends, this book has you covered. You'll also
find useful bits of information and advice that will provide you with help and insight into desirable skills such as playing by ear, and into practical concerns such as cost. And don't
worry-everything will be broken down into bite-sized pieces so even an absolute beginner can benefit from it.So, what are you waiting for? Bust out the ol' piano or that electronic
keyboard, get comfortable and let's go! Music beckons!
A carefully graded lesson by lesson method for the younger student, using very easy arrangements of over 20 favorite children's songs. Introduces five notes on each hand using
the white notes only. Beautifully illustrated throughout in full color. Includes a matching CD & DVD covering all the lessons in the book.
Learn how to read music, play with both hands at the same time, play chords and scales, as well as many more exciting piano techniques!.
Complete Level 1 is a faster-paced version of Levels 1A and 1B that gets to staff reading more quickly. Perfect for a student who is 8 or older, or for a younger beginner with
great musical aptitude. This course is most effective when used under the direction of a piano teacher or experienced musician.
(Educational Piano Library). Spike, Party Cat and friends guide the student through fun and creative assignments that introduce the language of music and its symbols for sound,
silence, and rhythm. Ear training and basic theory exercises help students learn to write and play the music they are learning as well as the music they create themselves.
Correlates to Piano Lessons Book 1.
(Faber Piano Adventures ). Contents: The Boogie Woogie March * Fiddler on the Roof * I Taut I Taw a Puddy-Tat * Matchmaker (from Fiddler on the Roof ) * Once Upon a
December (from Anastasia ) * Over the Rainbow (from The Wizard of Oz ) * Superman (Theme) * This Is It! (Theme from the Bugs Bunny Show) * We're Off to See the Wizard
(from The Wizard of Oz ).
More than 3-million adult students have learned to play the piano using this well-sequenced course. Perfect for beginners who prefer a chord approach, students learn how to
play chords in either hand in order to move beyond simply playing single note melodies. The course contains outstanding songs such as "The Entertainer," "Scarborough Fair,"
"Greensleeves" and "Amazing Grace."
Piano/Keyboard Methods/Series
(Faber Piano Adventures ). The 2nd Edition Level 1 Lesson Book introduces all the notes of the grand staff, elementary chord playing, and the concept of tonic and dominant notes. Students
play in varied positions, reinforcing reading skills and recognizing intervals through the 5th. Musicianship is built with the introduction of legato and staccato touches. This level continues the
interval orientation to reading across the full range of the Grand Staff. The 5-finger approach is presented here in a fresh, musically appealing way.
A piano method with music that's clear, concise and carefully graded. Perfect for private and group instruction with appealing music introducing new concepts.
In this Adult Piano Lesson #1, you will learn how to play octave bass and octave drum with the Left Hand. Professional musicians play the bass in octaves and they know how to make
interesting dramatic sounds by varying the rhythm with the thumb. I show you at least 6 different ways to vary the rhythmic sound of the bass so that you can see how a little change can make
your piano playing sound beautiful. Audio and video demos are provided for easy learning. I show the Right Hand with one melody tone playing so that you can coordinate both hands easily.
All the video demos are done in the Key of C.To play piano well, you need to understand song structure and rhythmic patterns of songs. I show you patterns in the lyrics, in song structure,
song rhythm and chord progressions.The following topics are covered:Introduction 1.0 Chapter 1 Song - Alleluia2.0 Chapter 2 Song Sheet: Alleluia3.1 Chapter 3 Song Analysis3.2 Song
structure - A A' B 3.3 Accented Syllables - Strong beat 3.4 Repeating Patterns in Songs 4.0 Chapter 4 Chord Progression5.0 Chapter 5 Rhythm Chart of the Song6.0 Chapter 6 All Piano
Techniques have Patterns7.0 Chapter 7 Think in Chord Tone Numbers8.0 Chapter 8 Finger Numbers9.0 Chapter 9 Left Hand Pattern Techniques (PT)9.1 LH Octave Bass9.2 LH Octave
Drum10.0 Chapter 10 LH Octave Bass and Octave Drum11.1 Chapter 11 Right Hand - One Melody Tone11.2 Right Hand - One Melody Tone with Higher Octaves12.1 Level 1 - Coordinating
Both Hands12.2 Level 2 - Both Hands Playing Alleluia13.0 Chapter 13: Get Audio and VideosHave fun!Rosa
A Piano Chord Book You Can Actually Use!Createspace Indie Pub Platform
Teach how to play piano for kids with our easy piano lessons for kids. ***Comes with online access to free piano videos and audio demonstrating all examples. See and hear how each one is
played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music score and piano animation for easy music learning.*** "I have used this book over and over with my piano
students. A simple and easy method to a beginner for learning notes and rhythms." - Victoria I. Romero, McAllen TX [Amazon] Progressive Piano Method for Young Beginners - Book 1
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contains all you need to know to start teaching kids to play piano - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson children’s piano tutorial. Suitable for children aged 4 to 8 years and all types of
pianos including electric pianos, digital pianos and piano keyboards. No prior knowledge of how to read music or playing the piano is required to teach a child to learn to play piano from this
book. Teach your child: • How to play piano notes for kids and piano scales for kids • All the fundamental techniques of piano playing including correct posture, hand position and fingering
technique for playing five notes with the left hand and five notes with the right hand • Basic piano theory for kids including how to read music including note values, rests and time signatures •
Piano tips for kids that every child should know when learning piano • Shortcuts for how to learn piano fast by getting the most from piano practice sessions Contains everything you need to
know about how to teach a child to play piano today. Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy kids piano lessons written by a professional children’s piano teacher • Beautifully
illustrated in full color throughout • Easy-to-read piano music for kids • 39 great sounding piano exercises and popular easy piano songs for kids Kids piano lessons have never been this easy
for parents and teachers who want to teach children to learn how to play the piano, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's piano lessons for kids are used by children’s piano teachers worldwide to
teach how to play piano for kids. For over 30 years, our team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted piano lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a large
selection of music lessons for kids that cover many different instruments in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation,
LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the standard for quality children’s music education resources.
Piano Lessons Made Easy feature popular tunes and captivating illustrations to stimulate the child's musical interest and imagination. This is the second book of three in this series.
The Recital Books congratulate students for a job well done by providing correlated repertoire to their Lesson Books that are based on concepts they've already learned. As a result, the pieces
are quickly mastered. Included in Recital 1A are familiar favorites such as "Lost My Partner" and "Tumbalalaika," and fun originals like "Charlie the Chimp!" and "My Secret Place."
This book is a modern piano lesson book with a new take on the best way to learn piano. It is jam-packed with fundamental piano exercises so you can learn to play piano fast. Introducing a
revolutionary new PIANO TAB to make sight-reading piano even easier! From the publisher of over a dozen top-selling music lesson titles, How to Play Piano in 14 Days from Troy Nelson
Music takes a novel approach to piano education that will have you playing great-sounding music in no time! This is not your grandma's beginner piano method! How to Play Piano in 14 Days
is a brand new method for learning the piano. Have you struggled to learn piano because of the "old" way it's taught? We've taken the concept of learning piano and made it even easier than
ever to learn piano and even teach piano. How is this book a different kind of piano technique book? Introducing PIANO TAB (C) - a revolutionary new way to read the notes of a piano that
you will only find in this book. This is a method the author and publisher invented to make it easy for you to take the notes and get them right onto your piano quickly-no music reading
required! Features contemporary music examples and exercises, updated for your modern discerning ear. How to Play Piano in 14 Days is a modern approach to piano lessons. This piano
book will teach you Major, Minor, and Pentatonic Scales Modern Melodies and Chord Progressions Fundamental Rhythms: Basic to Advanced How to Play Complete Musical Pieces The
Circle of 5ths This beginner piano method is not designed to be an exhaustive, be-all, end-all resource for piano; instead, this book's intention is to jumpstart your piano playing so you can
learn piano quickly. You don't have to know how to read music to use this book! Why? Because of our PIANO TAB, an easy way to learn how to play piano by seeing the keys you need to play
right on the page. This piano book for adult beginners and beginner kids alike will help you learn the piano quickly. This beginner's guide also provides an easy introduction to reading and
playing music. Packed full of easy-to-follow instructions Tons of illustrations to demonstrate piano technique Simple exercises with our brand new PIANO TAB visuals Learn at your own pace
or in as fast as 14 days Fun and easy chords and songs to play Buy With Confidence: Read it! Hear it! Play it! Music examples are presented in notes and tab. This practical, step-by-step
guide to piano includes quick-and-easy access to audio tracks via download or streaming-right from troynelsonmusic.com. No signup required! From the top-selling series Play Guitar in 14
Days from publisher Troy Nelson Music. Author and editor Troy Nelson has sold more than 300,000 books and has 1,000s of reviews. You will see our books average 4.5 stars or more! About
Austin Crosby: Austin has been a piano player for 20 years and a worship bandleader for a decade. MORE: Austin's passion is helping others learn to love the piano as much as he does.
REMEMBER Free access to instant audio downloads from Troy's website included. BONUS Includes customer support! Questions during practice? Email us from our website and we will
happily help you.
The Adult All-In-One Course combines all of the pages from the Lesson Books and selected pages from Alfred's Basic Adult Piano Course Theory, Solo and Technic Books (Finger Aerobics)
into each of these concise volumes.
Teach yourself how to play piano with our easy piano lessons for beginners. ***Comes with online access to free piano videos and audio demonstrating all examples. See and hear how each
one is played by a teacher, then play along with the backing band. Also includes music score and piano animation for easy music learning.*** "Okay, I am of a certain age [so] I decided to
learn to play the Piano. You can actually play two handed within the first week! ...Get yourself a keyboard and this book! My brain already feels younger." - S. Mason, Austin TX Progressive
Beginner Piano contains all you need to know to start learning to be a great piano player - in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson piano tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of pianos
including electric pianos, digital pianos and piano keyboards. No prior knowledge of how to read music or playing the piano is required to teach yourself to learn to play piano from this book.
Teach yourself: • How to play piano chords for beginners and piano rhythms • How to play piano notes and beginner piano scales used in piano melodies • All the fundamental techniques of
piano playing including playing chords and arpeggios with the left hand • Piano theory for learning how to read piano music for beginners • Piano tips and piano tricks that every player should
know when learning piano • Shortcuts for how to learn piano fast by getting the most from piano practice sessions Contains everything you need to know to learn to play the piano today.
Features include: • Progressive step-by-step easy piano lessons written by a professional piano teacher • Full color photos and diagrams • Easy-to-read piano music for beginners and piano
chords for beginners • Piano chord chart containing formulas and chord diagrams for all important piano chords • 45 piano exercises including piano chord progressions and popular easy
piano music for beginners in rock piano, pop piano, country piano, folk piano, blues piano and classical piano styles Beginner piano lessons have never been this easy for anyone who wants
to learn how to play the piano, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's piano lessons for beginners are used by students and piano teachers worldwide to learn how to play piano. For over 30 years, our
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team of professional authors, composers and musicians have crafted piano lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We offer a huge selection of music instruction books that cover many
different instruments and styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of approval for eBook innovation, LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set
the standard for quality music education resources.
The Beginner Guitar Lessons for Kids Book with Online Video & Audio access by Jay Wamsted is designed to help the absolute beginning student learn to play the guitar. This step-by-step
course is designed for elementary school-aged children (ages 5-11) and quickly teaches the student to play songs they will know and love. This method includes online access to video
instruction that will help the child play with proper form and timing. The video shows the guitar, both hands, and the sheet music on-screen at the same time. The audio tracks allow the student
to practice and play along with easy songs. The combination of book, video, and audio make this the easiest to understand guitar course for kids available.
(Faber Piano Adventures ). A collection of effective pieces in a variety of styles. Contents include: Allegro * Alouette * Backpacking * Boogie in 3rds * Carousel Melody * Clock Tower Bells *
For He's a Jolly Good Fellow * Greensleeves * The Handbell Choir * Horse and Sleigh * La Cinquantaine * March of the English Guard * A Merry March * more.
Easy Keyboard and Piano Pieces is the perfect companion for those starting out to learn the keyboard or piano. The book uses simple, popular and familiar tunes which helps the player feel
more comfortable as they learn the easy-to-play pieces. All notes have their letters printed above them in a large easy-to read font, to help those who are yet to learn how to read music. Also
included are some blank music sheets, so you can have fun creating your own compositions. Easy Keyboard and Piano Pieces is the ideal first music book. Twinkle, Twinkle Are You
Sleeping? Baa, Baa, Black Sheep The Wheels on the Bus London Bridge Good Morning to All I'm a Little Teapot Polly Put the Kettle On Ring a Ring of Roses The Grand Old Duke of York
Old McDonald Oranges and Lemons Three Blind Mice Hickory, Dickory, Dock Hot Cross Buns Happy and You Know It The Muffin Man The Mulberry Bush Sing a Song of Sixpence Row Your
Boat Kumbaya Itsy Bitsy Spider Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer Humpty Dumpty Girls and Boys Pop goes the weasel Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes Nellie the Elephant Round the
Mountain I Am the Music Man Write Your Own Composition
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Drama and winner of the New York Drama Critics Circle Award for Best Play, this modern American classic is about family, and the legacy of slavery in
America. August Wilson has already given the American theater such spell-binding plays about the black experience in 20th-century America as Ma Rainey's Black Bottom, Joe Turner's Come
and Gone, and the Pulitzer Prize-winning Fences. In his second Pulitzer Prize-winner, The Piano Lesson, Wilson has fashioned perhaps his most haunting and dramatic work. At the heart of
the play stands the ornately carved upright piano which, as the Charles family's prized, hard-won possession, has been gathering dust in the parlor of Berniece Charles's Pittsburgh home.
When Boy Willie, Berniece's exuberant brother, bursts into her life with his dream of buying the same Mississippi land that his family had worked as slaves, he plans to sell their antique piano
for the hard cash he needs to stake his future. But Berniece refuses to sell, clinging to the piano as a reminder of the history that is their family legacy. This dilemma is the real "piano lesson,"
reminding us that blacks are often deprived both of the symbols of their past and of opportunity in the present.
The Waterman/Harewood Piano Series has been devised jointly by the world famous piano teacher Fanny Waterman and the cofounder of the Leeds International Piano Competition, Marion
Harewood, and is established as one of the foremost piano methods. This is the second of the central course-books of this highly successful piano methods and is aimed at the older beginner.
Technical material is skillfully and imaginatively presented, while each chapter guides the young player towards the successful performance of a comprehensive selection of pieces and
studies. Piano Lessons Book 2 includes pieces by Bach, Gurlitt, Mozart, Gounod and Tchaikovsky. The book also contains an extensive appendices of scales, arpeggios and exercises.
The "Little Piano Book" is a book and video course that follows a step-by-step lesson format for learning how to play the piano. It is designed for beginners (from children to grown-ups) and no
music experience is necessary to use the book. Each lesson builds on the previous one in a fun, clear, and easy-to-understand manner. There are 60 lessons in the book. You learn how to
play the piano and read music through famous songs and pieces. It is designed to work very well in Kindle, iPad, iPhone, Smart Phone, Tablets, and eBook platforms. At the end of the book,
you will be able to play the following songs and pieces in easy-piano arrangements: "Jingle Bells," "Scarborough Fair," "Ode to Joy," "Amazing Grace," "When the Saints Go Marching In,"
'Yankee Doodle', "Simple Gifts," "Take Me Out to the Ballgame," 'Michael, Row the Boat Ashore," "Beethoven 5th Symphony Theme," "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star," "Love Somebody," "KumBah-Yah," and many more songs. There are 10 Free, Streaming Video Lessons that coincide with the material presented in "The Little Piano Book." The Lesson Videos cover playing songs
and pieces, piano technique, how to read music, basic music elements and fundamentals, and how to develop good practice habits.
(Educational Piano Library). Piano Practice Games presents imaginative ways to introduce pieces in Piano Lessons by coordinating technique, concepts, and creativity with the actual music in the Piano
Lessons books. These preparation activities help focus learning by 'playing with' each lesson piece aurally, visually, and physically. Whether used in individual or group lessons, Piano Practice Games are all
designed to make music. Many activities include accompaniments that can be added by the teacher or by using the CD or GM disk from the corresponding Piano Lessons book.
In this remarkable memoir, Anna Goldsworthy recalls her first steps towards a life in music, from childhood piano lessons with a local jazz muso to international success as a concert pianist. As she discovers
passion and ambition, and confronts doubt and disappointment, she learns about much more than tone and technique. This is a story of the getting of wisdom, tender and bittersweet. With wit and affection,
Goldsworthy captures the hopes and uncertainties of youth, the fear and exhilaration of performing, and the complex bonds between teacher and student. An unforgettable cast of characters joins her: her
family; her friends and rivals; and her teacher, Mrs Sivan, who inspires and challenges her in equal measure, and who transforms what seems an impossible dream into something real and sustaining.
As seen on public television stations nationwide, a revolutionary new approach to playing non-classical music on the piano. Have you ever wished you could play the piano Well, now you can! Scott "The
Piano Guy" Houston teaches you to play the way the pros play, in a style enormously simpler than traditional classical piano and with an absolute minimum of note-reading. By focusing on playing the melody
with the right hand (one note at a time) and simple chords with the left hand, Houston gives you the tools you need for a lifetime of musical enjoyment. Best of all, your tour guide to this adventure forces you
to have fun along the way!
Provides a basic introduction to playing keyboards. The compact disc contains backup tracks that allow you to play along.
Offers a step-by-step guide to mastering the piano and includes coverage of rhythms, chords, finger aerobics, and reading music.
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